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Israel Rand
The “Renanim” choir is an ensemble of singers of Jewish liturgical and folklore music. Arriving in Israel some years ago, they began to work in the opera but soon their mutual love for Jewish music which were deprived-off in the U.S.S.R. drove them to organize a male vocal ensemble.

They had great success performing to a variety of audiences in many concert halls, festivals, in Kibbutzim and High Holidays and Shabbat services accompanying the best world-wide Cantors: Israel Rand, Alberto Mizrahi, Ben-Zion Miller, Yaakov Motzen, Chaim Adler, and other.
In the life of every congregation, there are special occasions that call for celebration.

Judaism has seen fit to mark these occasions by ritual ceremonies and musical compositions.

Cantor Israel Rand’s vocal chanting contributes immeasurably to life cycle events in our congregation.

The Hampton Synagogue is proud to present this recording featuring a variety of these melodies that enhance and uplift our community-wide and family celebrations.

This recording of our world renowned Cantor is made possible by synagogue president, Michael B. Weisbrod. Michael has dedicated this recording in memory of his grandparents, Anne and Julius Golds ein.

May their cherished love for the music and chants of our people be a source of blessing and inspiration.

Rabbi Marc Schneler